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Crossref London LIVE
Ed Pentz kicked off the day with an overview of Crossref stats, key concepts, 2017 elections, and our new and
future developments.

And we're off with #CrossrefLDN with new and future directions for @CrossrefOrg and the scholarly
comms community pic.twitter.com/377yQz6EKA



GINNY HENDRICKS @GINNYLDN · 7 MONTHS AGO

⓪

R ss Mounce
@rmounce

Basic truths: smart alone, brilliant together #CrossrefLDN @epentz More here
crossref.org/truths/



7 MONTHS AGO

The number of content items is growing steadily year on year; early next year we expect to reach the
milestone of 100M registered items of scholarly content. The largest content type is journals, with books as
the fastest growing.

https://storify.com/NessaFairhurst/crossreﬂdn.html
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Ёхен
@jotschirr

majority of crossref members non-profit #crossrefldn 91M scholarly content items, among them
70% journal article metadata



7 MONTHS AGO

Geoffrey Bilder then discussed some new initiatives at Crossref with a particular focus on Organizational ID's,
the gaps they address and the challenges they present.

⓪

R ss Mounce
@rmounce

Crossref, Datacite, ORCID and THOR have formed a working group to discuss how Org.Ids
would work for unambiguous id of affils #CrossrefLDN



7 MONTHS AGO

@gbilder Simple comparison widget - shows importance of including country name #CrossrefLDN
pic.twitter.com/CQsEeWLQYq



LAURA J. WILKINSON @LAURAJWILKINSON · 7 MONTHS AGO

Laura J. Wilkinson
@laurajwilkinson

@gbilder : organization identifiers is a diff type of problem from person iDs - orgs can merge,
split, legal entity names... #CrossrefLDN



7 MONTHS AGO

https://storify.com/NessaFairhurst/crossreﬂdn.html
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Laura J. Wilkinson
@laurajwilkinson

@gbilder : most likely use case is providing controlled vocabulary for org names (institution
lookup) #CrossrefLDN



7 MONTHS AGO

Ginny Hendricks introduced the Metadata 2020 initiative: a collaboration that advocates richer, connected,
reusable, open metadata for all research outputs. Crossref's upcoming Participation Reports will help to
bridge the gap between what the Crossref infrastructure enables and how it is actually used, enabling
publishers to better know what metadata they are contributing to the community and how they could
improve.

Crossref
@CrossrefOrg

@CrossrefOrg Ginny introduces Metadata 2020 bit.ly/2wRU19W at today's London event
#CrossrefLDN



7 MONTHS AGO

Ёхен
@jotschirr

#metadata2020 not limited on @CrossrefOrg but for a much wider and diverse community
#crossrefldn



7 MONTHS AGO

Laura J. Wilkinson
@laurajwilkinson

GH: ... Reusable, open metadata eliminates duplication of effort metadata2020.org
#CrossrefLDN



7 MONTHS AGO

Ёхен
@jotschirr

"many members have no idea what metadata they deposit"



#crossrefldn

7 MONTHS AGO

Rachael Lammey talked us through the innovative ways in which people use Crossref metadata from funding
tracking tools, bibliographic management software, and collaborative citation tools, to manuscript tracking
systems and specialist subject databases. The global reach of metadata is huge and the importance of
depositing in-depth, accurate metadata cannot be understated and should be well communicated.

https://storify.com/NessaFairhurst/crossreﬂdn.html
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Laura J. Wilkinson
@laurajwilkinson

RL: use of Crossref metadata all over the world, particularly rapid growth in Asia Pacific
#CrossrefLDN



7 MONTHS AGO

Laura J. Wilkinson
@laurajwilkinson

RL: what do people do with Crossref metadata? Search, discovery, mining services
#CrossrefLDN



7 MONTHS AGO

⓪

R ss Mounce
@rmounce

.@authorea, @Pensoft @ARPHAplatform @RIOJournal all use @CrossrefOrg API for cite while
you write functionality #CrossrefLDN



7 MONTHS AGO

Jure Trigalav from Coko Foundation presented metadata use cases, highlighting the complexity of metadata
standards, organizations and jargon.

JT: the world of metadata standards, organisations, and jargon #CrossrefLDN
pic.twitter.com/bF1UG2x0tX



LAURA J. WILKINSON @LAURAJWILKINSON · 7 MONTHS AGO

https://storify.com/NessaFairhurst/crossreﬂdn.html
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A reminder of @juretriglav’s “accidental” slide at #CrossrefLDN pic.twitter.com/RdCPrrMoBO



KIRSTY MEDDINGS @KMEDDINGS · 7 MONTHS AGO

Ginny Hendricks
@GinnyLDN

Soooo many metadatas in the research world, @juretriglav has listed some for #CrossrefLDN!
@CrossrefOrg



7 MONTHS AGO

Jennifer Lin then talked us through the new product developments at Crossref including the introduction of a
new content type to support peer reviews, and the Event Data service, providing a full, standarized record of
external 'events'. You can now view the live demo of events ﬂowing through Crossref Event Data.

https://storify.com/NessaFairhurst/crossreﬂdn.html
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JL: new content type: Reviews #CrossrefLDN pic.twitter.com/OvhoWLwGMl



LAURA J. WILKINSON @LAURAJWILKINSON · 7 MONTHS AGO

Ёхен
@jotschirr

event (meta-) data can be eg. reviews, annotations, comments, ... #CrossrefLDN



7 MONTHS AGO

Ed Pentz rounded off the afternoon by discussing Crossref's future direction, including key strengths and
future critical uncertainties. Strategic priorities were identiﬁed as the simpliﬁcation of services, provenance
tracking, enhancing quality control and greater implementation of Open Source across scholarly
communication.

Laura J. Wilkinson
@laurajwilkinson

EP reminding us about correct display of DOIs - more info at crossref.org/display-guidel…
#CrossrefLDN



7 MONTHS AGO

⓪

R ss Mounce
@rmounce

Uncertainties: ML & AI, impact of open, rise of citizen science, quality & accuracy of content,
scholcomms financing #CrossrefLDN



7 MONTHS AGO

https://storify.com/NessaFairhurst/crossreﬂdn.html
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Implementing Open Source across publishing - how should CrossRef be supporting this?
#CrossrefLDN pic.twitter.com/YANP0Owex7



JURE TRIGLAV @JURETRIGLAV · 7 MONTHS AGO

Tom Ciavarella
@tomciav

If you missed the @CrossrefOrg event in London this week, @laurajwilkinson has a nice recap
here: darkarchive.wordpress.com/2017/09/26/cro… #CrossRefLDN
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